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Review of Purpose and Proposed 

Process/Deliverables

� The Purpose of the Existing Bridges Subcommittee is to develop a vision for 

the Charles Dana and Anna Hunt Marsh Bridges and Hinsdale Island, 
including the envisioned activities and uses of the bridges and island, 

physical changes, management and maintenance considerations, and 
expected impacts on economic development, tourism, 

transportation/access, and recreational opportunities.

� Process:

� Evaluate Existing Conditions

� Conduct Public Outreach and Engagement Activities

� Develop a Vision for the Existing Bridges and Island



Purpose and Proposed 

Process/Deliverables

� The Purpose of the Existing Bridges Subcommittee is to develop a vision for the 
Charles Dana and Anna Hunt Marsh Bridges and Hinsdale Island, including the 
envisioned activities and uses of the bridges and island, physical changes, 
management and maintenance considerations, and expected impacts on 
economic development, tourism, transportation/access, and recreational 
opportunities.

� Quite likely there will be various alternative:

� visions 

� activities and uses

� physical changes

� management and maintenance considerations

� impacts (including management and maintenance impacts)



What is Scenario 

Planning?

• Scenario Planning is a decision 

making process

• A useful tool for visioning

• Involves diverse professionals, the 

public and other stakeholders

• Identifies and evaluates 

“alternative futures”

• A “desired future” can be 

selected, which then sets a 

specific end goal for direction 

setting

http://www.oneregionforward.org



What can it do?

� A way of thinking and structuring 
decision-making among a group of 
people

� Provides a framework for 
understanding complexity of 
“alternative futures”

� Anticipates benefits, drawbacks, 
opportunities and threats

� Can help educate the public on 
tradeoffs



Types of Scenario Planning

� Includes “normative” scenarios which describe a preferred and achievable end state

� Can also include “exploratory” scenarios which describe an unknowable, but 

comprehensible end state

Normative
What do we 

want to 
happen?

The desired 
future

Extrinsic 

& 

Intrinsic

Do Nothing vs. 

Drive Change

Exploratory
What could 

happen?
All Possible 

Extrinsic 

& 

Intrinsic

Do Nothing vs. 

Drive Change

TYPE
What is being 
asked about 
the future?

What is being 
modeled?

What factors 
influence 

outcomes?

What 
responses are 
being tested



Potential Outcomes of Scenario 

Planning

� It can guide an awareness of interconnectivity, unintended 

consequences, and silo reduction.

� If used to illustrate tradeoffs related to a complex issue, it can 
help produce public feedback with more realistic 

expectations.

� Can be helpful in evaluating feasibility and public support if 

scenarios are well illustrated and if scenarios are looked at 
from a variety of angles.

� Promotes creativity and “outside of the box” thinking coupled 

with serious evaluation.

Source Placemakers.com



Environmental Assessment Alternative 

Evaluation was form of Scenario Planning



Environmental Assessment Alternative 

Evaluation was form of Scenario Planning



Environmental Assessment Alternative 

Evaluation was form of Scenario Planning



Environmental Assessment Continued



Connecting Alternative Visions with 

Subcommittee Purpose

� Recommend visions (scenarios) 

that capture the general 
functionality of the bridges and 

island

� May need to mix and match 
different bridge and island visions

Meet Minimal 
commitments of 
Environmental 

Assessment

Do Nothing

Island Passive 
Recreation

Island Public 
Development 

Island Private 
Development

Bridges Bike 
and 

Pedestrian 
Use

Bridge 
Enhanced 

(e.g. 
Shelburne 

Falls)



Connecting Alternative Visions with 

Subcommittee Purpose

� Alternative visions will be helped with examples of activities and uses that 

can be expected to occur for each alternative as well as stakeholder 
groups (users) expected to be connected with activities

� Examples of activities:  walking, biking, running, fishing, camping, littering, 

substance abuse, etc.

� Examples of stakeholders: local public, tourists, state government, local 

government, etc. 

� Physical changes

� Management and maintenance considerations

� Impacts (positive and negative)



Scenario Matrix

Evaluation Themes Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

Activities and uses 

Physical changes

Management considerations

Maintenance considerations

Impacts

Stakeholder input needed

Data and information needed



Need to 

consider 

driving forces

What are the big 

trends in society, 

economics, 

technology and 

politics, and how 

will it affect your 

scenario

Bridge 
Maintenance

Bridge Ownership

Island Ownership 
Allowed Uses & 
Responsibility

Funding

Nearby 
Development

________________



Homework

� What scenarios should be considered (in broad terms)?

� What driving forces should be considered?



Alternatives will point to information 

that needs to be collected

� What stakeholders can we assume need to be contacted even if we 

haven’t defined alternatives (scenarios) yet?

� What information can we assume needs to be collected even if we 
haven’t defined alternatives (scenarios) yet?

� Staff will begin collecting this information this summer.


